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Abstract: Introduction: High altitude acclimatization is a process that involve several physiological adjustments, which may 

increase glucose metabolism because of acute hypoxic exposure. Native highlanders like Tibetans show an increased anaerobic 

glucose metabolism and a higher proportion of type I muscle fiber than lowlanders. Actin filaments are anchored to the Z line 

of the sarcomere by a protein called alpha-actinin that exist in two isoforms in the muscle (ACTN2 and ACTN3), however 

ACTN3 is present only in type II fibers, especially in type IIx. Homozygous individuals for a 577X polymorphism in the 

ACTN3 gene do not express ACTN3 and seem to be more type I muscle fiber than homozygous individuals 577R. The aim of 

this study was to compare the glucose consumption response of individuals with different ACTN3 genotypes at simulated 4,500 

m altitude. Materials & Methods: Twenty-three volunteers spent four hours exposed to a simulated altitude of 4,500 m inside a 

normobaric hypoxia chamber. Lactate and glucose concentrations, SpO2 and heart rate were analyzed immediately before 

entering the chamber and at each hour during the exposure. Results: Glucose after four hours of exposure to hypoxia was 

different between groups, with RX (68.1 ± 11.7 mg/dl) and RR (71.7 ± 14.4 mg/dl) showing a decreased blood glucose 

compared to XX (88.7 ± 14.1 mg/dl), indicating an increased dependence on glucose metabolism in individuals with at least 

one R allele after exposure at 4,500 m simulated altitude. Conclusions: We concluded that individuals with at least one R allele 

of the ACTN3 R577X gene polymorphism consume more glucose than the ones with XX genotype. 
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1. Introduction 

High altitude acclimatization is a process that involves 

several physiological adjustments like increasing heart rate, 

ventilation [18] and glucose consumption [12]. Although 

there is some evidence of a hyperglycemia within short-term 

exposure to high altitude [17], literature also shows an 

enhanced glucose metabolism because of acute hypoxic 

exposure [16]. Considering the role of genetic factors to a 

better acclimatization, high altitude native population may be 

a primary source for studies on this topic. High altitude 

adapted Tibetans show an increased anaerobic glucose 

metabolism and a decreased fatty acid oxidation [10], while 

Sherpas have a genetic selection (advantageous PPARA 

alleles in two of three SNPs) that allow them to improve 

muscle energetics [13]. In addition, Sherpas and Tibetans 

have a higher proportion of type I muscle fiber than 

lowlanders [11], which suggest another physiologic 

advantage. There are basically two types of skeletal muscle 

fiber (I and II), and among the structural differences between 
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them, the α-actinin3 is a protein that is expressed only in fiber 

type II (whereas α-actinin2 protein is expressed in fiber types I 

and II). However, a polymorphism in the α-actinin3 gene 

(ACTN3, rs1815729) leads to an exchange of an arginine for a 

stop codon at position 577 of the protein, generating three 

different genotypes (XX, RX and RR). Individuals carrying the 

variant R577X in homozygous (individuals XX) do not 

express the protein ACTN3 [20] and possess more type I 

muscle fiber than homozygous individuals for the allele R 

[25]. Our hypothesis is that the presence of higher amount of 

type I fiber in homozygous individuals for the variant X 

provide faster acclimatization after exposure at higher 

altitudes. Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the 

glucose consumption response of individuals with different 

ACTN3 genotypes at simulated altitude of 4,500 m. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Participants 

Epithelial cells from the buccal mucosa of 61 volunteers 

(39 men and 22 women) were collected for the evaluation of 

the ACTN3 R577X polymorphism, being 21 RR, 32 RX and 

8 XX. Volunteers were classified as physically active by the 

International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ), 

without history of cardiovascular diseases and age ranging 

from 17 to 45 years old. Volunteers who were exposed to 

altitudes above 2,500 m up to six months prior to the 

experiment were excluded from the study. Experimental 

protocol was performed with 23 volunteers (RR=7, RX=8 

and XX=8). The study protocol was approved by the ethics 

committee of the Universidade Federal de São Paulo, Brazil 

(protocol number 2.001.055) and each subject provided 

informed written consent before participation. The sampling 

methodology has been defined previously [4]. 

2.2. Experimental Design 

Volunteers were evaluated immediately before entering the 

chamber and one, two, three and four hours of exposure to 

hypoxia inside the normobaric chamber simulating 4,500 m 

of altitude. At each time point, blood samples were collected 

for the evaluation of plasma lactate and glucose 

concentrations. Heart rate (HR) and peripheral oxygen 

saturation (SpO2) were also measured at each moment. 

Volunteers were asked to keep fasting from the moment they 

woke up until the beginning of the experiment when they 

received a standard snack after the first analysis still outside 

the chamber. All experiments were conducted around 7 am. 

2.3. DNA Extration, Quantification and Genotyping 

Epithelial cells from the buccal mucosa were collected for 

genotyping by rubbing a swab on the inside of the cheek for 

approximately 30 seconds and samples were stored at low 

temperature (4°C) until analysis. Chelex 100 was used to 

extract genomic DNA from the epithelial cells. 

Quantification was performed in a NanoDrop®-ND1000 

spectrophotometer which evaluates the amount and quality of 

DNA [9]. The SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) 

analysis of the ACTN3 gene (rs1815729) was performed by a 

quantitative PCR using TaqMan® SNP genotyping assays 

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and QuantStudio 5 

(Applied Biosystems®) (Schadock et al., 2015). 

2.4. Normobaric Altitude Chamber 

The Altitude Simulator (CAT - Colorado Altitude Training 

™ / 12 CAT-Air Unit) has four air units installed outside the 

chamber increasing nitrogen and reducing O2, which generates 

difference in the O2 concentration inside the chamber. A 

module containing a sensitive O2 cell, which displays the 

simulated altitude in real time, measures this difference. 

2.5. Physiological Variables 

A Fingerpulse® finger oximeter, model MD300C202 was 

used to monitor SpO2 and HR. Glucose and lactate were 

quantified through reflectance photometry through ROCHE's 

Accutrend Plus Monitor [3]. At each time point, a blood 

sample was collected from the tips of the fingers after they 

have been sanitized with BIOSOMA alcohol swab and drilled 

with a BIOLAND Model SB-323 auto lancet. 

2.6. Statistics Analysis 

Shapiro-Wilk normality test was used and since all 

variables were normal, data were presented in mean and 

standard deviation. Multivariate General Linear Models 

(GLM) with Bonferroni post-hoc were used for the analyses 

among groups (ACTN3) and time (hours of exposure). The 

level of significance was α ≤ 5%. To perform the tests, the 

IBM SPSS Statistics 21 software was used. 

3. Results 

Table 1 shows the descriptive characteristics of the sample 

in relation to the anthropometric variables classified by the 

genotypes of ACTN3 R577X. Comparisons between groups 

did not show significant differences for any of the variables. 

One volunteer homozygous for the allele R was excluded 

from the study because of baseline glycemia of 162 mg/dl, 

which is well above normal (<125 mg/dl). It was also 

excluded, before statistics analysis, an outlier lactate value 

from the analysis (one hour) of a volunteer (RR) who 

presented with 19.1 mmol/l, a value well above normal for 

the sample (2.59 ± 0.96 mmol/l). 

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of volunteers classified by genotype. 

 
XX RX RR F P 

Age (years) 27.0 (7.3) 32.8 (9.1) 26.4 (7.2) 1.54 0.23 

Weight (kg) 69.1 (7.5) 72.1 (22.7) 69.2 (11.8) 0.09 0.91 

Height (m) 1.70 (0.05) 1.66 (0.14) 1.67 (0.06) 0.30 0.74 

BMI (kg/m²) 23.9 (2.4) 25.5 (4.4) 24.4 (3.2) 0.44 0.64 

Note: Values described as mean (SD). XX, RX and RR are the genotypes of 

ACTN3. XX (N=8), RX (N=8), RR (N=7). BMI=Body Mass Index. Values 

of the variables age, weight, height and BMI are described as mean ± 

standard deviation. F is the value of the GLM analysis. It was considered p 

<0.05. 
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The comparative values of the physiological variables over 

time are described in Table 2. Among the physiological 

parameters analyzed, glucose after four hours of exposure to 

hypoxia [F (8, 400)=2.003, p < 0.05] demonstrated a 

difference between groups. The RX (68.1 ± 11.7 mg/dl, 88.7 

± 14.1 mg/dl, F (-3.068), p < 0.01) and RR genotypes (71.7 ± 

14.4 mg/dl, 88.7 ± 14.1 mg/dl, F (-2.448), p < 0.05) showed a 

decreased blood glucose compared to XX. In addition, RX 

genotype showed a difference between one hour (p < 0.05) 

and two hours (p < 0.01) when compared to four hours. The 

values of all physiological measures by group and time are 

presented in Table 3. The variables SpO2 [F (4, 427.3)=36.4, 

p < 0.01] and HR [F (2, 2.363.2)=4.896, p < 0.01] showed 

differences over time. SpO2 before entering the chamber was 

higher than all time in hypoxia (p < 0.01) while the moment 

before entering the chamber showed lower HR values than 

three (p < 0.05) and four hours (p < 0.01) of altitude 

exposure. 

Table 2. GLM analysis of the physiological variables over the 4 hours exposure to the simulated altitude of 4,500 m. 

 
Before 1 h 2 h 3 h 4 h 

HR (bpm) 73.2 (12.5) 78.3 (9.1) 76.9 (10.5) 79.2 (9.9)a 80.8 (13.6)a 

Glucose (mg/dl) 82.0 (1.6) 91.4 (3.0) 84.5 (3.5) 78.5 (2.2) 76.3 (10.9) 

Lactate (mmol/l) 1.8 (1.1) 2.5 (0.9) 2.1 (0.7) 2.4 (0.9) 2.1 (1.0) 

SpO2 (%) 96.2 (0.9) 85.8 (0.9)a 85.8 (1.4)a 88.3 (0.4)a 88.8 (1.2)a 

Lake Louise (score) 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.4) 0.6 (0.4) 0.9 (0.5) 

Note: HR=Heart Rate, SpO2=Peripheral Oxygen Saturation, mg/dL=milligrams per deciliter, mmol/L=millimoles per liter, bpm=beats per minute, 

mmHg=millimeters of mercury. Values described as mean (SD) (n=115). aDifference when compared to time BEFORE (HR Three Hours, p < 0.05 / HR Four 

Hours, p < 0.01 / SpO2 at ALL times, p < 0. 01). It was considered p <0.05. 

Table 3. GLM analysis for the physiological variables associated with ACTN3 genotypes over the 4 hours exposure to the simulated altitude of 4,500 m. 

 

Before 1 h 2 h 

XX RX RR XX RX RR XX RX RR 

Glucose (mg/dl) 80.1 (10.8) 82.8 (18.6) 71.8 (7.5) 93.5 (16.4) 92.8 (19.7) 76.1 (19.2) 80.5 (8.2) 85.6 (14.4) 86.2 (146) 

Lactate (mmol/l) 2.0 (1.5) 2.0 (1.0) 1.4 (0.8) 2.7 (1.0) 2.6 (0.9) 2.5 (0.7) 2.4 (1.0) 2.2 (0.6) 1.8 (0.6) 

HR (bpm) 75.7 (13.6) 72.8 (10.3) 71.1 (14.6) 79.6 (10.2) 78.7 (6.9) 76.7 (10.6) 81.7 (11.4) 75.1 (10.1) 74.0 (9.5) 

SpO2 (%) 95.8 (2.6) 95.6 (1.3) 97.5 (0.5) 85.3 (4.1) 87.0 (5.4) 85.7 (2.4) 87.2 (2.6) 84.3 (6.1) 85.2 (2.9) 

Lake Louise 

(positive score) 
- - - - - - - - - 

Table 3. Continued. 

 

3 h 4 h 

XX RX RR XX RX RR 

Glucose (mg/dl) 76.1 (12.4) 80.5 (23.1) 79.8 (9.0) 88.7 (14.1) 68.1 (11.7)ab 71.7 (14.4)a 

Lactate (mmol/l) 2.7 (0.9) 2.4 (1.0) 1.9 (1.0) 2.4 (0.7) 2.3 (1.3) 1.7 (0.7) 

HR (bpm) 81.8 (10.3) 80.6 (10.1) 75.1 (9.0) 85.0 (14.7)c 82.7 (12.9)c 74.7 (12.5) 

SpO2 (%) 88.2 (4.1) 88.7 (3.0) 88.1 (5.3) 89.0 (3.5) 87.5 (2.5) 90.4 (4.9) 

Lake Louise (positive score) - - 1 - - 2 

Note: XX, RX and RR are the genotypes of ACTN3. (N=8), RX (N=8), RR (N=7), HR=Heart Rate, SpO2=Peripheral Oxygen Saturation, mg/dl=milligrams 

per deciliter, mmol/l=millimoles per liter, bpm=beats per minute, mmHg=millimeters of mercury. The values are described as Mean (SD) except Lake Louise, 

which shows how many individuals were diagnosed positive by time. adifference between RR (p < 0.05) and RX (p < 0.01) compared to XX in time 4 Hours; 
bdifference in relation to the times 1 h (p < 0.05) and 2 h (p < 0.01); cdifference in relation to time before. 

4. Discussion 

Literature shows that exposure to altitude increase glucose 

metabolism [5, 7], as well as the practice of physical activity and 

that these two factors could induce acute mountain sickness 

(AMS) symptoms [19, 22]. Based on this, the volunteers of the 

present study received a standard snack immediately before 

entering the normobaric chamber to normalize blood glucose 

and did not perform any physical activity. Though there was not 

a significant difference, RR group showed a lower mean value 

of fasting glycemia. In 1976, Conlee et al. demonstrated that 

fasting alters glycogen content substantially and this slight 

difference in RR group may be due a higher glycogen 

phosphorylase activity compared to XX group [21]. Another 

recent study confirms that assumption by showing that ACTN3 

577XX HIV+ patients have higher glycemia when compared to 

577RR [2]. 

Our study revealed a higher glycemia after four hours 

exposure to high simulated altitude for XX group compared 

to RX and RR groups. Previous studies demonstrated that 

during exposure to altitude, glucose dependence increase as 

an energy substrate, since the lower SaO2 increase the 

metabolic dependence of glucose [5, 6]. However, XX group 
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was able to maintain the glycemia stable even after four 

hours of exposure compared with the RX and RR genotypes. 

A possible explanation is that individuals with XX genotype 

and possibly more type I muscle fibers are favored by the 

higher mitochondrial density in these fibers, compared to 

type IIx, allowing a higher supply of energy even with 

glucose as a primary source. This may be explained by the 

fact that XX individuals have less glycogen phosphorylase 

activity [21] and therefore may save glycogen throughout 

acute exposure to hypoxia, which reinforce our hypothesis 

that XX genotype may have a faster acclimatization in 

situations of extreme altitude. 

However, group XX not only maintained but increased 

blood glucose between three and four hours of exposure to 

altitude. A second possibility refers to the fact that XX 

individuals have lower levels of cortisol at rest than individuals 

with at least one R allele [1]. Likewise, a study by Woods et al. 

[26] shows that acute exposure to high altitude raises cortisol 

levels. In addition to the fact that XX individuals have less 

activity of glycogen phosphorylase, this lower level of cortisol 

may have delayed the process of gluconeogenesis [15] 

compared to the groups RX and RR, causing an increase in 

blood glucose after three hours in the XX group. Altogether, it 

would be of interest to examine the interaction of ACTN3 

R577X polymorphism combined to stress hormone at 

simulated high altitude. 

5. Conclusion 

We conclude that there is a higher dependence of glucose 

as energetic substrate in individuals with at least one R allele 

of the ACTN3 R577X gene polymorphism which could be 

linked to metabolic differences that may favor energy 

substrates utilization at high altitude in XX genotype 

individuals. 

6. Limitations of the Study 

Because it is a study performed in a normobaric chamber, 

adverse situations such as cold, wind and physical activity 

involved in the process of climbing at high altitudes are not 

present, so the effects demonstrated here may have been 

suppressed. We suggest that new studies should be performed 

in hypobaric hypoxia to confirm the findings of this study. 
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